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Projekt Lingvistički atlas Mediterana Mirka Deanovića je privedel do objave šte-
vilnih člankov med letoma 1958 in 1967, posvečenih leksiki bosanskih, hrvaških 
in srbskih narečij, ki se raztezajo na območju dalmatinske obale in otokov od 
čakavskega Krka na severu do staroštokavske Boke Kotorske na jugu. Ker so bili 
podatki zbrani z ozirom na prozodične značilnosti, je lahko Deanovićevo gradivo 
uporabljeno tudi za namen tega članka, ki prinaša primerjalne zgodovinske ana-
lize naglaševanja enozložnih moškospolskih osnov, potrjenih v Deanovićevem 
korpusu. Rezultati teh analiz na novo osvetljujejo leksiko in geografsko področje 
naglasnega tipa d v bosanskih, hrvaških in srbskih narečjih; gre za tematiko, ki 
je bila v središču znanstvenih razprav, posvečenih dokazovanju praslovanskega 
naglasnega tipa d in njegovemu nasprotovanju.
Mirko Deanović’s Lingvistički atlas Mediterana project led to the publication 
of a series of articles (1958–1967) devoted to the lexicon of a range of BCS 
dialects extending along the Dalmatian coast and offshore islands from Čakavian 
Krk in the north to Old Štokavian Boka Kotorska in the south. Since the data 
were gathered with due attention to prosodic details, Deanović’s material can 
be utilized for the purposes of the present paper, which provides a comparative 
historical analysis of the accentuation of monosyllabic masculine stems attested 
in Deanović’s corpus. The results of this analysis shed new light on the lexical 
and geographical domain of “accent type D” in BCS, a topic which has been the 
focus of scholarly discussion devoted to the evidence for and against Common 
Slavic “accent paradigm (d)”. 
Ključne besede: bosansko-hrvaško-srbska narečja Dalmacije, čakavsko in Zeta-
-Lovćensko naglaševanje samostalnikov moškega spola, praslovanski naglasni 
tip d, bosansko-hrvaško-srbski naglasni tipi kot refleksi praslovanskih paradigem
Key words: BCS dialects of Dalmatia, Čakavian and Zeta-Lovćen accentuation 
of masculine nouns, Common Slavic accent paradigm (d), BCS accent types as 
reflexes of Common Slavic paradigms
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1 Comparative historical background
The present study seeks to incorporate the relevant data from Mirko Deanović’s 
Lingvistički Atlas Mediterana project (see sec. 2) into the investigation of the 
accentuation of masculine nouns in BCS (Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian) dialects 
of the Dalmatian coast (both Čakavian and Štokavian).1 An object of particular 
interest will be the evidence for a possible fourth Common Slavic (CSl) accen-
tual paradigm, AP (d) (also known as “Illič-Svityč’s archaism”), a topic which 
has drawn a considerable amount of attention from Slavic accentologists in 
recent decades (see notably Illič-Svityč 1963, Bulatova et al. 1988, Dybo et al. 
1990, 1993, Vermeer 1984, 2002, Langston 2006, 2007, Schrager 2011). The 
contested status of AP (d) stands in marked contrast to the firmly established 
pedigree of the three paradigms reconstructed by Stang (1957), which are de-
scribed below. Because the scholarly debate concerning AP (d) has so many 
dimensions, an adequate discussion even of those matters pertaining specifi-
cally to BCS (notably Čakavian) would be impossible here. I will reserve such 
a discussion for a later date, at which time I intend to show that a sufficient 
amount of the Čakavian (and south Štokavian) evidence is compatible with an 
approach which incorporates AP (d) into the CSl system to justify the retention 
of this paradigm as a term of reference when discussing the diachronic prosody 
of these particular derived systems.
The three generally accepted CSl accentual paradigms (AP) and the BCS 
accentual types (AT) which constitute their reflexes in masculine nouns are as 
follows:2 
– AP (a): fixed “barytonic” root stress with acute intonation, cf. *gdъ, *gda 
> AT-A BCS, Novi (Čak.) gȁd, gȁda.3 
– AP (b): root stress with short or long neoacute intonation in the N sg. + post-
root “oxytonic” stress in most oblique case forms, cf. CSl short-vowel stem 
*pòpъ, *popa̍ > AT-B BCS pȍp, pòpa, Novi (Čak.), pȍp, popȁ, Prčanj (Boka 
Kotorska, archaic Old Štok.) pȍp, N pl. popȉ; CSl long vocalic root *grěx̃ъ, 
 1 According to the classification proposed by Vermeer (1982) and further elaborated by 
Langston (2006: 14–18), Čakavian dialects can be optimally subdivided into Northwest 
(NWČ), Central (CČ), and Southeast (SEČ) subgroups on the basis of prosodic features 
(such as the presence of neo-circumfex lengthening), morphology (e. g., fem. gen sg. -i < 
*-y, rather than -e < *-ę), and the reflexes of jat’ (ekavian, i-/jekavian, ikavian). For the 
pertinent Štokavian classification, see sec. 2.4. 
 2 Note that the accentuation of the other forms of the sg. and in particular the pl. in AP (b), 
(c) and their BCS derivatives is by no means always identical to that of the G sg. form. 
 3 BCS = Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian (literary standards, cited as per the jekavian variant in 
Broz, Iveković 1901, unless indicated otherwise). Novi = NWČ dialect of Novȋ, as per 
Belić (1909). Accentual diacritics: ̏ (CSl short falling pitch, BCS short falling pitch), ̋ 
(CSl acute), ̀ (CSl short neo-acute, BCS short rising pitch), ̑ (CSl long circumflex, BCS 
long falling pitch), ́ (BCS long rising pitch), ̃ (CSl long neo-acute and Čakavian long ris-
ing pitch). For Čakavian prosody, see Langston 2006, 24–30 (overview), 31–70 (detailed 
description of NWČ types). 
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*grěxa̍ > AT-B (long neoacute in N sg. + reflex of oxytonesis in oblique 
cases) Novi grĩh, grīhȁ, Slavonian kũt, kúta, AT-D (long falling pitch in N sg. 
+ reflex of oxytonesis in other forms) BCS kȗt, kúta, grȉjeh, grijèha, Prčanj 
prȗt, prūtȁ. Thus, for most of BCS, AT-B > AT-D in long root stems due to 
the merger of neoacute with circumflex (prũt, prūtȁ > prȗt, prūtȁ). In archaic 
Old Štokavian (and also some innovating Čakavian dialects), this merger re-
sults in a prosodic system with an opposition of quantity (long ̑ vs. short ̏ ), 
but without phonemic pitch oppositions, since the secondary prosodemes in 
pòpa and prúta are generally the product of later stress retractions. 
– AP (c): “mobile” stress (i. e., initial stress in “enclinomenal” forms with 
short or long circumflex intonation alternating with end-stress in “orthotonic” 
forms), cf. CSl short-vowel stem *bȍgъ, *ȍtъ boga > AT-C BCS, Novi bȏg, 
bȍga, ȍd boga; CSl long-vowel stem *kȗmь, *zȃ kuma > AT-C BCS, Novi 
kȗm, zȁ kūma (vs. “orthotonic” *volsě̍xъ > Novi vlāsĩh). The lengthening of 
the CSl “circumflex” short vowel in the N sg. is a general feature of BCS, 
cf. *o, *e (rȏd, rȍda, mȇd, mȅda) and even *ъ/ь (dȃn). 
It is important to note that in some varieties of standard BCS some of the 
original long-vowel oxytona from AP (b) have acquired AT-C in the sg. sub-
paradigm due to the spread of long falling pitch to most of the oblique case forms 
(dijèla/déla > dȉjela/dȇla). This development is likely the result of levelling 
with the the N sg. (dȉo/dȅo), which would have served as the pivotal form for 
identification with the reflex of AP (c), cf. dȉo/dȅo, dȉjela/dȇla, (s)pȗž, (s)pȕža, 
mlȃdj, mlȃdja. Typically, such nouns retain the oxytonic reflex in the plural, 
cf. mlijèčevi, etc., yielding the secondary type AT-CB (i. e., sg. C + pl. B). The 
reverse tendency (whereby nouns of AP [c] > AT-D) is far rarer and appears to 
occur more readily in u-stems (cf. mȋr, míra, žȋr, žíra). 
In contradistinction to the three generally recognized accent paradigms, 
AP (d) is a post-Stangian, “mixed” paradigm reconstructed by linguists of the 
Moscow Accentological School4 as possessing an enclinomenal N sg. circum-
flex reflex (*zǫ̑bъ, as in AP c), but the reflex of AP (b) in the remaining forms 
(*zǫba̍, etc.). In principle, a prototype such as AP (d) should yield AT-D (de-
scribed above as a BCS reflex of AP [b] in long-vowel stems), cf. long-vowel 
stem *žȇrbъ, *bez žerba̍ ‘lot; cork’ > AT-D Čak (Brač) ždrȋb, ždrībȁ vs. BCS 
AT-C ždrȉjeb, ždrȉjeba, short-vowel stem *rȍgъ, *roga̍ > Čak. (Susak) ruȏx, 
roγȁ, (Senj) drȏb, drobȁ vs. BCS rȏg, rȍga, drȏb, drȍba (but cf. also BCS 
grȏm/grȍm, gròma).
The diachronic interpretation of AT-D depends on the prosodic system of 
the given dialect. Thus, in the case of short-vowel CSl stems, AT-D is distinct 
from AT-B due to the difference in the length of the root syllable in the N sg. 
(cf. Susak bȍp, bobȁ). This difference is to varying degrees indistinguishable in 
dialects where secondary lengthening in closed syllables has obscured the dif-
 4 Notably Dybo, Nikolaev, Bulatova, and Zamjatina, who build upon earlier work by Illič-
Svityč (see References for details). 
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ference, cf. AP (b) > Sali bb/bȍb, bobȁ AT-D/B (as per Dybo et al. 1993: 107; 
for a critique of the type, see e. g., Langston 2007: 134). Generally in Čakavian 
dialects, this lengthening occurs in stems terminating in a sonorant, cf. /j, v, l, 
m, n, r/, but in SEČ dialects it also occurs before voiced obstruents (e. g., Brač 
bb, dž) and in many CČ dialects even before voiceless obstruents (e. g., Rab 
pȏp).5 More complicated still is the case of CSl long-vowel stems, where the 
potential distinction between the reflexes for AP (b) and (d) is theoretically de-
tectable only in prosodically conservative Čakavian dialects (e. g., Novi, Vrgada, 
Hvar, Brač), which exhibit a reflex of the CSl neoacute in the N sg. (*dĩl, dīlȁ) 
separate from that of the circumflex (*lȋst, līstȁ), in contradistinction to a CČ 
dialect such as Susak (Bulatova et al. 1988: 50; Vermeer 2001: 139, Langston 
2006: 261; Kapović 2008: 7). Evidence for AT-D in long-vowel stems in such 
conservative dialects (even Senj which does have AT-D in short-vowel stems) 
is exceedingly rare, since we generally find AT-C as the reflex of AP (d) in 
Čakavian dialects of this type. 
Bearing in mind the points addressed thus far, we now turn to the prosodic 
evidence for masculine nouns which can be culled from Deanović’s lexical 
material.
2 Deanović’s Lingvistički	atlas	Mediterana	(LAM)	and its data 
The data for the present study are drawn chiefly from a series of 6 articles6 
produced over a ten-year period by the eminent Croatian Slavist and Romance 
philologist Mirko Deanović in connection with the “Linguistic Atlas of the 
Mediteranean” (Lingvistički atlas Mediterana = LAM), a project which Deanovic 
himself conceived and initiated.7 As the Yugoslav linguist on the international 
team for LAM, Deanović (in some cases in collaboration with colleagues or as-
sistants) investigated the following geographical points for inclusion in the LAM 
data base (arranged here from north to south on the eastern Adriatic coast): 1) 
Rovinj (Istria, non-Slavic); 2) Klimno (N Krk, NWČ) and Punat (S Krk, NWČ) 
(Deanović, Jelenović 1958); 3) Sali (Dugi Otok, CČ; Deanović 1967); 4) Komiža 
(Vis, SEČ; Deanović 1966); 5) Korčula (transitional Čakavian-Štokavian) and 
Lopud (north of Dubrovnik, Štokavian) (Deanović, Jelenović 1958); 6) Cavtat/
 5 For an informative survey of secondary lengthening in Čakavian, see Langston (2006: 
104–118).
 6 Deanović and Jelenović 1958, Deanović 1958, 1962, 1963, 1966, 1967.
 7 Concerning the origin, scope, and history of the LAM project, see Deanović (1962: 5). 
The LAM questionnaire (upitnik) consists of the following chapters: Opći podaci (items 
1–6 = name of source village and neighboring villages, their inhabitants, main local body 
of water); I: More (7–29), II: Geomorfologija (30–60), III: Meteorologija (61–113), IV: 
Zvijezde (114–141), V: Navigacija i manovre (142–206), VI: Brodovi (207–375), VII: 
Život na brodu (376–417), VIII: Trgovina (418–435), IX: Ribanje (436–500), X: Fauna 
(501–786), XI: Flora (791–806).
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Vecchiaragusa (south of Dubrovnik, Štokavian; Deanović 1958); 7) Muo 
(Eastern Boka Kotorska, Old Štokavian; Deanović 1962). In order to render 
more precise the recording and/or verification of prosodic details during and 
immediately after his fieldwork, Deanović had recourse to the collaborative 
assistance of various colleagues.8
Although the volume of data relevant to the stress of Slavic masculine stems 
to be found in this body of work is relatively small, it is of significant histori-
cal value, but with a small number of exceptions has not yet been adequately 
exploited by Slavic accentologists.9 The data is of particular prosodic importance 
for the information it provides on the lexical and geographical domains of AT-D 
as the reflex of AP (d), beginning with Krk in the north and extending beyond 
the southern frontier of Čakavian to include Zeta-Lovćen Štokavian dialects in 
the Boka Kotorska region. 
For the purpose of discussing the accentuation of masculine nouns in 
Deanović’s material, I have divided the dialects into the following subgroups 
(proceeding again from north to south): 1) NWČ (Klimno, Punat); 2) CČ 
(Sali) and SWČ (Komiža); 3) Neo-Štokavian (Cavtat, Lopud, Korčula); 4) Old 
Štokavian (Muo). In addition to the various criteria established by Vermeer (for 
Čakavian) and Rešetar (for Štokavian), this particular grouping is also based on 
the reflexation of nouns for which AP (d) is a possible reconstruction (as per 
Dybo et al. 1993: 106–111). All dialects are compared to standard BCS. Fol-
lowing the discussion of these individual systems, a full citation of the relevant 
data is provided in tabular form in the Appendix in order to facilitate comparison 
across the various dialects referred to in the text. Due to the particular focus 
of the present study, I will mainly cite CSl monosyllabic masculine stems for 
which both the N sg. and the G sg. (or I sg.) occur in Deanović’s publications, 
since these are the critical forms for establishing the modern accent type. One 
exception is the N sg. for nouns of AP (a), since here the short falling pitch 
(and appropriate root vocalism) usually suffice to exclude the other paradigms. 
Fortunately, most of Deanović’s lexical entries for nouns include both the N 
sg. and G sg. forms. 
The list of nouns cited below for which AP (d) is a possible or variant re-
construction is as follows:10 *bergъ (d) 2, 3; *bokъ (d) 1, 2, 3; *borъ (b/d) 3; 
*brodъ (d/c) 3; *bъrkъ (d) 3; *drobъ (c/d) 1, 3; *gromъ (d/c) 3; *lovъ (b/d) 
3; *mostъ (b/d) 3; *strojь (b/d); *torkъ (d?); *versъ (d) 2; *vьrxъ (d) 1, 2, 3; 
*žerbъ (d). 
 8 For details, see sec. 2.1–2.4 below.
 9 For details, see the caption “Previous citations” at the beginnings of secs. 2.1–2.4 below. 
 10 As per the convenient notation devised by Langston (2007: Appendix), the sources for the 
reconstructions are indicated as follows: 1 = Bulatova et al. 1988, 2 = Dybo et al. 1990, 
3 = Dybo et al. 1993. For *strojь, *torkъ, and *žerbъ, see discussion in sec. 2.1 and 2.4. 
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2.1 Klimno	(Northern	Krk),	Punat	(Southern	Krk):	NWČ
Abbreviations, sources: DJ 1958 = Deanović, Jelenović 1958, K = Klimno (cited from DJ 
1958), P = Punat (cited from DJ 1958). Prosodic collaboration: Although not explicitly 
indicated, the notation of prosodic details probably would have been entrusted to Jelenović 
(a dialectologist and native speaker of the Northern Krk dialect of Dobrinj). Previous 
citations: Vermeer (1982: 300) notes DJ 1958, but does not appraise its reliability or cite 
data. Incorporation into discussion of AP (d):11 none.
In terms of historical vocalism and prosody, DJ’s data for Klimno and Punat 
are consistent with the general descriptions for Northern Krk and Sourthern 
Krk, respectively, as given by Lukežić and Turk (1998: 34–55 and 56–73). 
Despite certain differences in the development of their historical vocalism and 
the form of the G sg. fem. (e. g., K dȕga, -i 139, zīmȁ, -ȉ 148 vs. P zimȁ, -ȇ 
148), both dialects exhibit neo-circumflex lengthening in the present tense of 
e-verbs (Lukežić, Turk 1998: 54, 72; for Punat, see Vermeer 1984b: 277) a trait 
which is generally characteristic of NWČ (see Vermeer 1982). Klimno exhib-
its typical vocalic features of the Dobrinj regional dialect (*ъ > K dȍž, dožjȁ, 
rȃžōnj, zvonȁ [*iz vъna], *ъ2 > ogȏnj, vȅtōr, -tra 137 vs. P vȅtār, -tra 137, *l̥ 
> K pȏž 161, *r̥ > K, P čȑv 162). For Punat DJ (1958: 137) explicitly observe 
that every long [ā] is pronounced as [ua] (e. g., vuȃnka), although for typographi-
cal reasons this feature is not indicated in their lexical entries. Neither dialect 
exhibits stress retraction or a distinct neoacute reflex. Pretonic length seems to 
be maintained in Klimno, but lost in Punat (e. g., K zīmȁ, -ȉ 148 vs. P zimȁ, -ȇ 
148). Both dialects lengthen the old acute and short neoacute before sonorants 
in “new closed syllables”, cf. AP (a) mȇl, na krȃj vs. rȁk, AP (b) kȏnj (for the 
latter, see Lukežić, Turk 1998: 54), but appear to lack secondary lengthening 
of the short neoacute before /ž/ (cf. *ъ > K dȍž, P dȁž, *e > jȅž vs. BCS jȇž). 
As to the accentuation of masculine nouns, the two dialects are in complete 
accord. The reflexes for AP (a), (b), and (c) are unremarkable except for K, P 
mlȉč AP (b?) (see discussion in sec. 2.3), cf. AP (a) KP krȃj, na krȃj, krȁja, K, 
P krȕh, K, P rȁk, K, P sȋr, sȉra; K vȅtōr, -tra, P vȅtār, -tra, K, P vlȁh ‘čovjek 
z Velebita’; AP (a?) K mȇl, mȅla (P mȇlo, -a); AP (b, short) K, P čȅp, čepȁ, 
K dȍž, dožjȁ, P dȁž, dažjȁ, K, P jȅž; K zvonȁ (*iz vъna); (b, long) mlȃj, -ājȁ 
‘mlađ; new moon’ (≠ BCS mlȃdj, *mlȃdja); AP (c) KP lȏj, lȍja.
Less trivial is the prosodic behaviour of stems for which AP (d) is a possible 
or variant reconstruction. Here we find oxytonesis in 3 of 5 examples where 
standard BCS has AT-C, cf. TOT roots of AP (b/d) K, P mȍst, mostȁ (AT-B) ~ 
BCS mȏst, mȍsta, K, P strȏj, strojȁ (AT-D) ~ BCS strȏj, strȍja; AP (c/d) K, P 
drȏb, drobȁ (AT-D) ~ BCS drȏb, drȍba; but agreement with BCS in the other 
 11 By this I refer here and below to 1) the network of dialect points included in the Slavic 
Accentual Dictionary project (Dybo et al. 1993); 2) the critical discussion of AP (d) 
(Vermeer 2001, Langston 2006, 2007). 
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2 examples, cf. AP (b/d) K, P bȏr, bȍra, AP (c/d) K, P brȏd, s brȍdōn.12 Note 
that brevity in mȍst is a strong indicator of AP (b), whereas in the context of 
NWČ prosody the length in strȏj might be secondary (due to stem-final sono-
rant), which allows theoretically for derivation from either (b) or (d). On the 
other hand, the final voiced obstruent in drȏb is too low on the sonority scale 
to induce secondary lengthening in these dialects, which suggests an original 
circumflex and hence probably AP (d). 
2.2 Sali	(Dugi	Otok,	CČ),	Komiža	(Vis,	SEČ)
Abbreviations, sources: S(ali)-D = Sali (cited from Deanović 1967), S(ali)-B = Sali (cited 
from Dybo et al. 1993, as per E. Budovskaja’s fieldwork), K = Komiža (cited from 
Deanović 1966). Prosodic collaboration: The material gathered in Sali by Deanović was 
checked for prosodic features by the dialectologist Božidar Finka, a native speaker of 
the Sali dialect, who also directed Deanović to appropriate informants (Deanović 1967: 
34). In Komiža, Deanović was accompanied by Frano Čale to facilitate “precise notation” 
of the data, which were then further reviewed by Mate Hraste, a dialectologist and na-
tive of Brusje (Hvar) and Ranko Marinković, a writer and native of Vis (Deanovć 1966: 
10). Previous citation: Langston (2006: 261, fn. 26) refers to D 1966, but does not cite 
examples. Some of Deanović’s data for Komiža are also cited by Hraste and Šimunović 
(1979), but the latter source sometimes omits the important G sg. form (e. g., bȗk 1979: 
87 vs. bȗk, bōkȁ in D 1966). In his discussion of the evidence for AP (d), Vermeer (2001: 
143) also cites Deanović (1967: 36) as a source of “an example” for the “type plȏt/plotȁ”, 
but it should be noted that the actual forms in D 1967 are bȏr, borȁ and bȏk, bokȁ (both 
also valid candidates for AP [d]), whereas *plotъ does not occur in Deanović’s corpus. 
Incorporation into discussion of AP (d): Sali (all sources noted in fn. 10); Komiža (none). 
Komiža is a conservatively “Cakavian” western Vis dialect (see Moskovljević 
1972). According to Šimunović (1981: 264), Komiža possesses a Čakavian neo-
acute (e. g., pĩsmo, cvĩt́e, mõli ‘mali’, ṡtrȏża), but the latter merges with long 
falling pitch in final syllables, including monosyllables (cf. pȗt, krȋž, kolobȗk, 
letȋ).13 This account is consistent with the testimony of the long-vowel N sg. 
for masc. stems of AP (b) in Deanović’s material (cf. K dȋl, spȗz), although 
neoacute notations in other forms are rare, due to the paucity of relevant data 
(cf. K dõrse ‘drž se’).14 Whereas Komiža exhibits little evidence of stress re-
traction (unlike Brač and Hvar), Sali-D attests barytonic variants in fem. and 
neut. stems of AP (b), cf. zvȋzda/zvizdȁ 38, strȋla/strīlȁ (munja) 37, vȋno/vīnȍ 
55. Komiža also exhibits a wide range of secondary lengthenings in D 1966 
(cf. K dȏz, dāzjȁ; ȉspod nūzȁ; pāklȁ, bȗb, drȗzg, bōkȁ (as per bȗk), bōrȁ (as 
per bȏr), krȏj, krȃja ~ krȁja; jȏgla ‘igla’ 23, vȃrc, vārcȁ), wider in fact than 
 12 AT-C is also attested for *bokъ in Dobrinj (Jelenović 1962) bȏk ‘strmina’ 240, do vrh 
bȍka 237 (lacking in KP).
 13 Cf. pùːt, krìːż, klobuːk, letì ,ː as per the transcription used in the original source.
 14 The Komiža dialect texts in Hraste and Šimunović (1979: III, 86–97) abound in neoacute 
examples. 
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Sali-D, a dialect of the CČ type (cf. Sali-D dȁž, dažjȁ, pȁkla, bȏr, borȁ, krȃj, 
krȁja), although length is lost in post-tonic position (cf. grȅben). Of further 
note in Komiža are the following vocalic reflexes: 1) *ъ, ь > ă/ā; 2) *o > o/ō; 
3) ā > ȏ; 4) ō > ū; 5) in open syllable commonly ă > ā, ŏ > ō. Moskovljević 
(Moskovljević 1972: 109–110) draws attention to the wide variation in vocalic 
reflexes for Vis dialects in general. 
Where both Sali-D and Komiža provide evidence for the accentuation of 
masculine nouns, the stress is identical in all examples. The same is also true for 
Sali-D and Sali-B, with the significant exception of the oxytonic G sg. variant 
in Sali-B for *brodъ (see below). It is also noteworthy that although Vis falls 
within the SEČ area, with respect to the reflex of AP (d) Komiža in D 1966 
patterns prosodically rather as a CČ dialect (perhaps of the less “extreme” va-
riety), since most examples of “exceptional” oxytonesis for AP (d) are attested 
in dialects of the latter type, whereas the best-attested SEČ dialects (Vrgada to 
the north of Vis, as well as Brač and Hvar to the immediate east) never or but 
rarely exhibit AT-D. One interesting rarity in Deanović’s data is the oxytonic 
plural in rȁk, racȉ in both Sali-D and Komiža (perhaps due to analogy with the 
short neoacute type *pȍp, *popȉ).
As to the accentuation of masculine nouns, the reflexes for AP (a), (b), and 
the virtually unattested (c) are again unexceptional, although Komiža exhibits 
no penchant for shifting long stems of AP (b) into AT-C (a conservative trait 
shared with SEČ Brač and Hvar in contradistinction to BCS),15 cf. AP (a) 
S-D hȍmo ȕza krȃj, od krȁja, K krȏj, krȃja, nis krȏj, Fōli mȏre, dõrse krȁja 
(poslovica ‘Hvali more a drž se kraja’); K lȕk; S-D, K rȁk, racȉ (sic!); S-D 
vȉtar, vȉtra, od vȉtra; K vȉtar, vȉtra; AP (a?) K vȃrc, vārcȁ (with -ār- as reflex 
of short *r̥)16 and BCS vȑč, vr̀ča can be derived from *vȑč, *vȑča by analogy 
to the short neoacute type *pȍp, *popȁ (as occurred in the case of mȁk, màka) 
on the basis of the N sg., whereas original AP (a) is indicated by Vrgada vȑč, 
-a, u vȑču Jurišić 1975: 24 < Balkan Latin urceus, with variant *vьrčьva, as 
per *bъčьva (Skok III: 620–621); AP (b, short) S-D čȅp, S-B čȅp/če ̣̑ p, čepȁ; 
S-D dȁž, dažjȁ, K dȏz, dāzjȁ; S-D jȇž; K ȉspod nūzȁ (= BCS nȏž, nóža) S-D 
pakȃl, paklȁ ‘smola’, K pakȏl, pāklȁ; S-D pȁs, pasȁ (*pьsъ); S-D vȏl, volȁ; 
(b?) *rъtъ > K rȏt, rōtȁ top. (≠ BCS ȓt, *ȓta); AP (b, long) K dȋl, dīlȁ ‘share 
of the catch’, S-B de ̣̑ l, dēlȁ 107 (≠ BCS dȉjel, -a, dijèlovi); *spьlžjь > K spȗz, 
spūzȁ (≠ BCS pȗz/spȗz, -a, [s]púževi); AP (b?, long) K gȁrc, gārcȁ ‘Neverita 
millepunctata; sea snail, mollusk’, BCS gȑč, gr̀ča ‘cramp’ (Skok 1971: I, 611-
612); AP (c) K, S-D danȁs.
Stems with TOT root vocalism for which AP (d) is a possible reconstruction 
display oxytonesis in both Sali and Komiža in 2 stems for which BCS shows 
AT-C, cf. AP (d) S-D bȏk, bokȁ ‘zaljev’, S-B b ̣k, bokȁ 162, K bȗk, bōkȁ (≠ 
BCS bȏk, bȍka); AP (b/d) S-D bȏr, borȁ, K bȏr, bōrȁ, S-B (bo ̣̑ r, borȁ/bȍra, 
 15 Regrettably, D 1967 provides no data from Sali for such nouns. 
 16 According to Hraste and Šimunović (1979: XXIV), syllabic *r̥ was dephonologized on 
Hvar and Vis, such that short *r̥̆ > ãr, whereas long *r̥̄ > õr.
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dat. borȕ, nom. pl. borȉ/bȍri 165 (≠ BCS bȏr, bȍra). For 2 other stems in this 
class we find barytonesis, as in BCS: AP (c/d) S-D brȏd, brȍda, od brȍda, z 
brȍdun, S-B *brd, *brȍda/brodȁ, K brȗd, brȍda, brȗd je nõsal [našao] dnȍ, 
brȗd peskȏ tȍko i tȍko, brȗd tecȅ, od brȍda, brȍdon; S-D drȏb, drȍba. Finally, 
for one stem (*gromъ), we find the reverse correlation, whereby Sali and Komiža 
show AT-C where BCS itself exhibits AT-D, cf. AP (d/c) S-D grȏm/grȗn (arch.), 
grȏm te ubȋ, grȍma, K grȏm, grȍma (≠ BCS grȏm, gròma), but this “reverse” 
correspondence is common in Čakavian, cf. Novi grȏm, grȍma (Белић 1909: 
209), Senj grȏm, grȍma (Moguš 2002: 27), Vrgada grȏm, grȍma i (Jurišić 1973: 
65), Hvar (Brusje?) grȏm, -ȍma (Hraste 1935: 18).17 
The only long-vowel stem of AP (d) attested with both N sg. and G sg. offers 
comparatively rare BCS evidence for AT-D in this vocalic class, cf. Komiža 
zdrȋb, zdrībȁ (*žerbъ) ‘rupa na dnu barke; čep za rupu na dnu barke’ (cf. otvorȋl 
źdrȋb na lnȍ [dno] brȍda Hraste, Šimunović 1979: III, 95). It is noteworthy that 
we find the same reflex in at least one other SEČ dialect (Brač), for which AT-D 
as a reflex of AP (d) in long-vowel stems has not been observed in the schol-
arly literature.18 The remaining examples are less remarkable, cf. *bъrkъ (d) > 
K bȃrk, bãrci od ostȉjū ‘moustache (fig.) on a harpoon’ 22 (BCS bȓk, *bȓka, 
pl. bȑkovi/bȓci), *torkъ AP (d?) trȏk, trȏci ‘trak (od sipe, hobotnice)’ 26 (BCS 
trȃk, trȃka, trȃci/trȁkovi/trákovi), *vьrxъ (d) > vȏrh ‘oštra kvačica na udici’ 22.
2.3 Cavtat	(Neo-Štok),	Lopud	(EHerz/Neo-Štok),	Korčula	(Čak-Štok)	
Sources, abbreviations: C = Cavtat (cited from Deanović 1958), K = Korčula (cited from 
Deanović, Jelenović 1958), L = Lopud (cited from Deanović, Jelenović 1958); Prosodic 
collaboration: Entrusted to Jelenović (Cavtat, see Deanović 1958: 5). Incorporation into 
discussion of AP (d): none. 
In general, the prosodic data in Deanović, Jelenović 1958 for the jekavian 
dialects of Cavtat (10–15 km. SE of Dubrovnik) and Lopud (the penultimate 
southernmost island in the Dalmatian chain, situated immediately to the NW 
of Dubrovnik) conform to the East-Hercegovinian (Vukovian) Neo-Štokavian 
type of accentual system. The same is true for the ikavian dialect of Korčula, 
situated farther north in the chain and characterized by Deanović and Jelenović 
 17 For further discussion, see Dybo et al. 1993: 202. 
 18 Most likely the village of Dračevica, the native dialect of Šimunović, cf. ždrȋb, ždrībȁ [Bč] 
(Hraste and Šimunović 1979: 140). In a later publication, Šimunović (2009: 1081) lists 
ždrȋb, ždrȋba [Bč], which appears to be either a misprint or an accidental citation of the 
Vrgada form to which reference is made in the same entry. AP (d) can be reconstructed 
on the basis of the correspondence AT-D [Komiža, Brač] ~ AT-C in BCS ždrȉjeb, ždrȉjeba 
‘lot’, cf. also Cres [Orlec] žrȇp, žrȇba, pl. źrȇbi (Houtzagers 1986: 406); Vrgada ždrȋb, -a 
(Jurišić 1973: 246), as well as the reflex of AP (c) or (d) in Ru (Fasmer) же́ребий, Ukr 
же́реб, RuChSl жре́бий ‘lot’, i. e., ‘something carved, notched’, and brevity in Cz hřeb 
‘nail’ (Fasmer II: 47–48) < PIE *gerbh- with short root vocalism (Skok 3: 672).
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as “transitional from Čakavian to Štokavian”. One difference is that Lopud ap-
pears to lack the development of secondary length (at least before -r-) in the 
reflex of the old acute, cf. C sȋr, K sȋr, sȉra ~ L sȉr.
An analogous general similarity to the BCS standard type can also be ob-
served in the Cavtat, Lopud and Korčula data pertaining not only to the ac-
centual reflexes of all the CSl AP’s, but also to the lexical distribution of AT-C 
vs. AT-D as the reflex of stems for which AP (d) is a possible reconstruction, 
cf. AT-C in *borъ (b/d),*brodъ (d/c), but AT-D in *gromъ (d/c), the latter in 
contradistinction to the common Čakavian reflex AT-C. The only exception is 
*mostъ, which exhibits AT-C in BCS, but AT-D in Lopuda and the oxytonic 
gen. sg. reflex in Korčula (which can reflect either AT-B or AT-D). 
AP (a) C grȁh 16; K, L krȃj, kràja (sic!), nȁ kraj (secondary proclisis); K, L 
krȕh, C rúka krȕha, bùfet krȕha; C rȁk, pl. rȁzi; K, L rȁk; C sȉr, K sȋr, sȉra, L 
sȉr, sȋra; K vlȁh ‘dalmatinski zagorac’; C vjȅtar, vjȅtra; K vȉtār, -tra; L vjȅtar, 
vjȅtra; AP (b, short) C čȅp ȍd barke; C dȁž, dàžda, K, L dȁž, dàžda; C jȇž, 
jȇž zr̀nī, jȇž bȉjēlī; C nȏž; C vȏ, vòla; (b, long) C dȉo, dȉjela; *spьlzjь > C spȗž, 
-úža, K, L spȗži; C tȓn 23; AP (c) K, L lȏj, lȍja; AP (c?) *versъ > C z vrȉjesōm 
‘Erica, Calluna vulgaris’; AP (b/d) C bȏr, bȍra, kȍra ȍd bora; K, L bȏr, bȍra; 
K grȍzd; L mȏs, mòsta; K gen.? mòsta 140; AP (d/c) C brȏd, brȍda, ȍd broda, 
dat. brȍdu, z brȍdōm; K brȏd, guvèrna(t) brȍdon; L brȏd; L grȏm, gròma; AP 
(c~d) L čèsan, -sna 163; AP (d) C lȋs, lȋsta; L ȕzō, ȕzla; C dvȃ rȇda pȕzā na 
trȁkovima ‘tentacles’.
The only long-vowel stem which exhibits variation is *melčjь AP (b?), 
where the irregular brevity in K mlȉč (‘rossetto Aphya pellucida; transparent 
goby fish’) answers to that attested in Klimno and Punat (Krk, sec. 2.1), but 
contrasts with the usual neoacute reflex in L mlȉječ, mlijèča (1) ‘veleni da pesca; 
Euphorbia, spurge sap (milky and poisonous, used to catch fish)’, cf. Brusje 
(Hvar), Dračevica (Brač) mlĩč, mlīčȁ (Hraste, Šimunović 1979: 554), Cres mlȇc, 
mlecȁ ‘vrlo sitna riba’ (Skok 1971: II, 442) vs. secondary (?) AT-CB in BCS 
mlȉječ, mlȉječa, pl. mlijèčevi, all derived from the root found in *melko AP (b). 
2.4	 Muo,	Prčanj,	Lepetane:	Boka	Kotorska	Old	Štokavian	
Abbreviations, sources: M = Muo (Deanović 1962); P = Prčanj (Rešetar 1900), L = 
Lepetane (Tomanović 1936); Prosodic collaboration: In August of 1959, Deanović was 
accompanied by an assistant, Frano Čale (cf. also Komiža), whose explicit task was to 
pay particular attention to “accentuation and quantity” (Deanović 1962: 15); Previous 
citation: None in sources consulted. Incorporation into discussion of AP (d): none for 
Muo (or Lepetane). 
The dialects of Boka Kotorska (Montenegro) can be divided into two distinct 
types: East Hercegovinian (the western shore) and Zeta-Lovćen (the eastern 
shore) (see Rešetar 1900: 18–21; Ivić 1958: 208, Skizze 22). The Zeta-Lovćen 
Montenegrin dialects of the eastern shore exhibit a considerable amount of lo-
cal phonological variation (Deanović 1958: 10–11). Deanović’s transcription of 
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the Muo data captures neither the labialized reflex of *ā (N sg. m. def. stuȃri) 
(as in some Čakavian dialects)19 nor the ä-reflex of the jers and shortened *a 
dȁžd, daždȁ, which are described in the dialectological literature.20 The prosody 
is generally that of the archaic Old Štokavian type, as best represented in the 
speech of the Catholic population (Rešetar 1907: 19–20). This type is clearly 
reflected in Deanović’s material for Muo, cf. mijēnȁ ‘new moon’, lȉjēpo, dūgȁ, 
gen. dūgȇ, pȕnī mjȅsēc (M 20). In the G sg. of masc. nouns with AT-D, we find 
fluctuation in the notation of etymological *o in the open pre-tonic syllable be-
fore voiced stops, cf. G sg. brōdȁ (brȏd) ~ drobȁ (drȏb). There is no evidence 
for secondary lengthening of the old acute, cf. na dȉm, sȉr. 
Although mentioned in historical records dating back to the 14th c., ac-
cording to Deanović (1962: 14), Muo’s present population attests no direct 
descendants of the original (starosjedilac) population, but rather those of 
settlers who arrived from Montenegro and other parts of Boka Kotorska in 
the 18th c. during the period of Venetian rule. D cites an early 20th c, study by 
Nikićenović, who determined that 10 of the local clans originated in Monte-
negro, one in Hercegovina, and the rest from Boka itself. In this connection, 
it is probably worth noting that one of the Montenegrin clan names seems 
to provide the last name of D’s primary informant for Muo, Antun Marović 
(1889–?), a fisherman and shipwright by trade. Several other secondary in-
formants are also mentioned. 
In the Slavic Accentual Dictionary project (Dybo et al. 1993: 104) the region 
of Boka Kotorska is represented by the dialect of Prčanj,21 which is claimed to 
have reflexes for AP (d) identical to those of AP (c), with the important excep-
tion of secondary disyllabic stems, such as *mozgъ > Prčanj mozȁk, moskȁ (a 
trait shared with dialects to the east of Boka, such as Belopavlići, Novi Pazar, 
and Piperi). This evidence is corroborated by the other principal source for 
Boka Kotorska prosody (the village of Lepetane, as per Tomanović 1937).22 It 
is interesting that Deanović’s data for Muo actually provides more information 
 19 Noted by Rešetar (1900: 104). 
 20 See notably Rešetar (1907: 90, 104), Ivić (1958: 207–208, 219), and originally (for the 
non-standard jer-reflex generally in the region) Karadžić (1849: XVII). Deanović intended 
to provide a more detailed phonetic and phonological description of the Muo dialect 
material at a later date (1962: 14), but this plan regrettably never came to fruition. 
 21 Prčanj served as the basis for Rešetar’s description of the most archaic (unretracted) 
prosodic system in his classic study of SW Štokavian accentuation (Rešetar 1900, with 
a few additional data from Rešetar 1907). The principle exception occurs in stems with 
long root vocalism which often exhibit retracted variants (trȗd, trūdȁ/trȗda 54, krȋž, krīžȁ/
krȋža 54; lȉjek, lijekȁ/lȉjeka 54; skȗt, skūtȁ/skȗta 54, where the available evidence for Muo 
indicates greater conservatism).
 22 In Lepetane historically oxytonic masculine stems with long root vocalism have merged 
with the reflex of the circumflex (thereby completing a process which seems to be in its 
initial phase in Prčanj and which is sporadically attested in the Vukovian norm as well), 
cf. гy̑њ, *гy̑ња, прȗшт, *прȗшта. 
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than the other two sources do for TOT roots. Unfortunately, the degree of lexical 
overlap in the data adduced by Rešetar and Deanović is comparatively small. 
As in the other systems thus far described, the reflexes of AP (a), (b), and 
(c) in Muo are unexceptional, though one observes the shift to AT-C in *dělъ, 
the only attested long-vowel stem of AP (b). 
AP (a) M rȉba osušȇna na dȉm; krȃj, krȁja ‘obala, kopno’, ȁjmo nis krȃj, na 
krȃj, bȃva s krȁja, marȅte lūpaju o krȁju; M rȁk, rȁka, pl. rȁki; M vjȅtar, vjȅtra; 
AP (b, long) M dȉo lovȁ, dȉjēla (≠ Prč. dȉo, dijelȁ, but = BCS Vuk dȉo, dȉjel, 
dȉjela, aber djèlovi’ Rešetar 1900: 53–54);23 AP (b, short) M čȁp ‘čep; plug, 
cork (on boat)’, jȇž, jēžȁ 33 (≠ Prč. jȇž, jȇža 53, as in BCS); M dȁžd, daždȁ (= 
Prč. dȁžd, daždȁ 46); M ȉmā ardȗrē kao ognjȁ; M papȁr, paprȁ 25; AP (c) M 
danȁs 17, iz gnȍja (crljȅna glīstȁ ~). 
For monosyllabic masc. stems with TOT root vocalism and a possible recon-
struction of AP (d), the Muo dialect is characterized by a much higher rate of 
oxytonesis (manifested as AT-D) than either standard BCS or the other attested 
Boka Kotorska Old Štokavian villages of Prčanj and Lepetane, cf. *brodъ (d/c), 
*drobъ (c/d) *gromъ (d/c) (all with reflex of AP (c) in Prč., Lep., cf. brȏd, 
brȍda, etc.), as well as *lovъ (c/d), *mostъ (b/d) (both unattested in Prč., Lep., 
but with the reflex of AT-C again in BCS). An important exception is *borъ, 
at least insofar as both Muo and BCS exhibit AT-C, although here Prčanj and 
Lepetane exhibit AT-B (the usual reflex of AP [b]) rather than AT-D (contrast 
Mažuranić bȏr, bòra, as cited in Rešetar 1900: 45). The incidence of AT-D 
in Muo also appears to be higher than the level attested in NWČ Klimno and 
Punat on Krk (cf. *brodъ, and arguably *gromъ). Although there are no exam-
ples in Muo for short stems of unambiguous AP (d) (in Deanović’s corpus, this 
would be *bokъ, *rogъ) the cases of *brodъ, *drobъ, and *gromъ would seem 
to provide a valid substitute, since the alternative to AP (d) here is AP (c), for 
which even CČ thus far attests no examples of AT-D in TOT roots within the 
corpus of reconstructions to be found in the publications of the Slavic Accentual 
Dictionary project. 
AP (d/c) M ȃrmali smo brȏd, brȏd na dezȃrmu, ukrȃmo se nȁ brōd, brȏd 
peškȃ tolȉko, mȃlī [od brōdȁ] ‘mornarski početnik’, družīnȁ [od brōdȁ] (≠ Prč. 
*brȏd, *brȍda,24 Lep. 70, BCS brȏd, brȍda), but cf. also provȉšta od brȍda 25; 
AP (c/d) > M rȉblji drȏb, drobȁ (≠ Lep. *drȏb, *drȍba 70, BCS drȏb, drȍba); 
M grȏm, gromȁ, grȏm te ubȉo (= BCS grȏm, gròma, but ≠ Prč. grȏm, grȍma 
62, Lep. 71, 74); AP (b/d) *lovъ > M lȏv ‘catch of fish’, lōvȁ, dȉo lōvȁ (≠ BCS 
 23 But cf. also Prč. drȉjen, drȉjena ‘hôrte ich nur drȉjena’ (sic Rešetar op. cit.), grȉjeg, grȉjega 
(*grěxъ) 54.
 24 As per Rešetar (1900: 65), since these forms can be generated on the basis of Rešetar’s 
discussion of pl. brȍdovi, cf. ‘…bleibt auch in diesem Faller der Akcent unverändert’, 
listed together with nȏs, nȍsa, nȍsovi, as well as rȍgovi, whose sg. stress is in fact not 
listed here, nor on pp. 45–46, although the entire chapter is devoted to ‘Stämme mit 
Wurzelbetonung’.
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lȏv, lȍva). For the contrary distribution, cf. AP (b/d) M bȏr, bȍra ‘Pinus pinea’, 
bȏr, bȍra ‘Pinus maritima’ (≠ Prč. bȍr, borȁ 45, Lep. бȍр, борȁ 74). 
More remarkable, however, is the case of the long-vowel stem *bergъ (d), 
which yields AT-D in Muo brijȇg, brijēgȁ,25 despite the overwhelming predomi-
nance of AT-C in a wide variety of sources for BCS and its dialects, including 
Čakavian, with the exception of certain sources for CČ which report unusually 
high levels of AT-D (although the latter have been contested in the literature, 
notably Vermeer 2001, Langston 2006, 2007). When combined with the higher 
rate of AT-D in TOT roots compared to that which we find in Prčanj, the oc-
currence of this reflex in *bergъ suggests that the ancestral dialect of Muo had 
its roots in a system heretofore undescribed for “Southern Štokavian” (as per 
the classification in Dybo et al. 1993), thereby lending further possible support 
to Ivić’s theory regarding older connections between Zeta-Lovćen and Kosovo-
Resava dialects (Ivić 1958: 221–222), inasmuch as the authors of the Slavic 
Accentual Dictionary have proposed extensive relics of AP (d) for the Resava 
dialects (Dybo et al.1993: 100–104). 
AP (b/d) *prǫtъ > M prȗt, prūtȁ (Prč. prȗt, prūtȁ 54, ≠ BCS prȗt, prȗta); 
AP (d) brijȇg, brijēgȁ (Geomorfologija II: 60); M dvȃ rȇda; M strȃv, strȃva 
‘Schreck’ (Rešetar 1907: 121).
3 Conclusion
Since I intend to integrate Deanović’s material relating to AP (d) into a broader 
discussion of this problematic paradigm in a separate study, I here simply ob-
serve that this material corroborates the presence of AT-D in CČ dialects such as 
Susak, Sali, Senj, etc. in the following 5 short-vowel stems: 1) *bokъ (Komiža 
bȗk, bokȁ, Sali-D bȏk, bokȁ), 2) *borъ (Sali-D bȏr, borȁ, Komiža bȏr, bōrȁ); 
3) *brodъ (Muo brȏd, brōdȁ); 4) *drobъ (Klimno, Punat, Muo drȏb, drobȁ); 
5) *lovъ (Muo lȏv, lōvȁ), as well as in the following two long-vowel stems: 1) 
*bergъ (Muo brijȇg, brijēgȁ); 2) *žerbъ (Komiža zdrȋb, zdrībȁ). In addition, 
Deanović’s material allows us to expand the geographical range for AT-D to 
include NWČ (Krk), SEČ (Vis), and Boka Kotorska (Muo). Finally, the mate-
rial from Muo also opens up a new avenue of exploration into ties between the 
Zeta-Lovćen and Kosovo-Resava dialects. 
 25 The transcription of jekavian forms such as brijȇg varies in the accentual literature, cf. 
BCS brȉjeg, -a, but also WCr Štok. drijȇn, drijȇna (Vukušić 1984: 15), as well as brȉjeg 
~ brijȇg, brijȇga (Schrager 2011: 37). 
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APPENDIX: 
Summary of accentual data for CSl monosyllabic masculine stems attested in the 
published materials for Deanović’s Lingivistični Atlas Mediterana (Oxytonic forms and 



























































































































































































 26 According to Rešetar (1900: 46) these forms (which Vuk attests “in den südwestlichen 
Gegenden”) are incorrect. 
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ZGODOVINSKO NAGLAŠEVANJE SAMOSTALNIKOV MOŠKEGA SPOLA 
V ČAKAVSKIH IN ŠTOKAVSKIH DALMATINSKIH NAREČJIH V LUČI 
DEANOVIĆEVEGA LINGVISTIČKEGA ATLASA MEDITERANA 
Prispevek se osredinja na podatke projekta Lingvistički atlas Mediterana Mirka Deano-
vića in jih vključuje v raziskavo naglaševanja samostalnikov moškega spola v (čakavskih 
in štokavskih) bosanskih, hrvaških ter srbskih narečjih (okrajšano angl. BCS dialects) 
na območju dalmatinske obale in otokov. V ospredju je dokazovanje morebitne četrte 
praslovanske naglasne paradigme (AT-D), znane tudi kot Illič-Svityčev arhaizem. Gre 
za tematiko, ki je bila v središču znanstvenih razprav, posvečenih dokazovanju praslo-
vanskega naglasnega tipa d in njegovemu nasprotovanju.
Avtor opaža, da Deanovićevi podatki potrjujejo naglasni tip d (AT-D) v centralnih 
čakavskih narečjih v petih osnovah s kratkimi samoglasniki: (1) *bokъ, (2) *borъ, (3) 
*brodъ, (4) *drobъ, (5) *lovъ in v dveh osnovah z dolgimi samoglasniki: (1) *bergъ, (2) 
*žerbъ. Ob tem avtor meni, da Deanovićevo gradivo pri širjenju geografskega obsega 
naglasnega tipa d dopušča vključevanje severozahodnega in jugovzhodnega čakavskega 
ter Zeta-Lovćenskega štokavskega narečja na območju Boke Kotorske. Vključevanje 
Deanovićevega gradiva, ki se nanaša na naglasni tip d, v praslovansko naglasno para-
digmo ostaja predmet nadaljnjih raziskav.
